Exhibit 38
SUBJECT: EYES ONLY - UNCLASSIFIED // FOR PUBLIC RELEASE
ON ABU ZUBAYDAH AS OF 2300 HOURS (LOCAL TIME) 18 JUNE 2002

REF: A. 10484
B. 10482
C. 10483
D. 10300

TEXT:

1. ACTION REQUIRED: -- PLEASE ENSURE THAT SUBSTANTIVE PORTIONS OF INFORMATION BELOW ARE SHARED WITH FBI HQS MARKED ATTENTION

TOR: 181656Z JUN 02 10487
2. OVERALL STATE OF PLAY: AFTERNOON OF 18 JUNE 02, FBI INTERROGATION TEAM MEMBERS DELIVERED A CAREFULLY SCRIPTED MESSAGE TO ABU ZUBAYDHAH (SUBJECT) AS OUTLINED IN REF B. THE SESSION WAS SHORT AND DELIBERATE LASTING FROM 1335 - 1350 HOURS.
THE TONE OF THE COMMENTS BY THE INTERROGATORS WAS PROFESSIONAL AND BUSINESSLIKE. THE TONE OF THE SUBJECT'S RESPONSES WERE FRUSTRATED AND AT TIMES MILDLY ANXIOUS.

SUBJECT SAT ON HIS MAT, PRAYED, AND DRANK WATER DURING THE HOUR OR TWO THAT PRECEDED THE "CRISIS PRECIPITATION" EVENT. AT 15:15, THE "CRISIS PRECIPITATION" EVENT BEGAN AS SIX SECURITY STAFF ENTERED THE SUBJECT'S CELL, HANDCUFFED HIM HIGH ON THE BARS, AND THEN HOODED HIM. THE TEAM IC PSYCHOLOGIST THEN ENTERED THE CELL AND PROCEEDED TO CUT THE SUBJECT'S CLOTHES FROM HIM FOLLOWING THE SAME PROCEDURE USED ON 19 MAY. THE SUBJECT WAS THEN RELEASED FROM THE BARS AND HAD HIS HANDS CUFFED BEHIND HIS BACK. THE IC TEAM PSYCHOLOGIST THEN PULLED THE SUBJECT TOWARD HIM USING A CONTROLLED ATTENTION GRAB (AS ROUTINELY USED IN SERE PROGRAM) AND SIMULTANEOUSLY DELIVERED A MESSAGE CONTAINING THE AGREED UPON THEMES, ESSENTIALLY TELLING THE SUBJECT THAT NO ONE WOULD TOLERATE BEING JERKED AROUND BY HIM ANYMORE WHEN THEY ASK FOR INFORMATION. SUBJECT WAS THEN TURNED BACK AROUND TOWARD THE BARS AND HANDCUFFED IN THE ROUTINE FASHION. THE IC TEAM PSYCHOLOGIST AND ALL BUT TWO OF THE SECURITY STAFF DEPARTED THE CELL. SUBJECT WAS RELEASED FROM HIS HANDCUFFS, UNHOODED, AND LEFT ALONE IN HIS CELL. THE "CRISIS PRECIPITATION" EVENT SCENARIO CONCLUDED AT 16:01. AFTER BEING LEFT ALONE, SUBJECT SLOWLY TURNED FROM THE CELL BARS AND APPEARED SOMEWHAT BEMUSED AND UNSETTLED. AFTER STANDING MOTIONLESS FOR SEVERAL SECONDS, HE SLOWLY STEPPED BACKWARDS AND EFFORTLESSLY LOWERED HIMSELF TO A SITTING POSITION. HE PULLED HIS LEGS UP CLOSE TO HIS BODY AND LEANED HIS BACK AGAINST THE WALL. HE SAT THERE LOOKING DEJECTED AND DISTRESSED. OUR ASSESSMENT OF HIS EMOTIONAL RESPONSES IS THAT HE WAS INITIALLY ANXIOUS, BUT THEN BECAME ANGRY WHEN HE REALIZED THAT HE HAD NOT ACTUALLY BEEN HARMED. HIS ATTITUDE AND DEMANOR SUGGESTS THAT, AFTER HE REALIZED HE WASN'T GOING TO BE HURT, HE WAS INSULTED THAT WE WOULD TREAT HIM THAT WAY AND STARTED TO SULK.

ASSESSING SUBJECT'S RESISTANCE POSTURE:

BASED ON AN ONGOING ASSESSMENT OF THE SUBJECT'S BEHAVIOR PATTERNS A DECISION BY THE TEAM WAS MADE TO ASSESS THE SUBJECT'S RESISTANCE POSTURE AND GIVE HIM A FACE SAVING OPPORTUNITY TO PROVIDE THE REQUESTED INFORMATION.
THIS SESSION ENDED WITH THE SUBJECT SAYING, "WHAT I HAVE, I GIVE IT ALL...I HAVE NO MORE." IT IS OUR OPINION THAT THE SUBJECT IS IN PART ATTEMPTING TO DEMONSTRATE TO HIS CAPTORS THAT USING PHYSICAL THREATS AGAINST HIM IS COUNTER-PRODUCTIVE.

AT THIS JUNCTURE, THE ISOLATION PHASE WAS STARTED. NEEDLESS TO SAY WE WILL CAREFULLY MONITOR SUBJECT'S BEHAVIOR AND REACTIONS OVER THE NEXT 24 HOURS.

4. THREAT UPDATE: NO NEW THREAT INFORMATION TO REPORT AS OF THIS WRITING.

5. MEDICAL UPDATE: SUBJECT'S DRESSING WAS CHANGED X,1. THE WOUND IS HEALING WELL AND VITAL SIGNS ARE STABLE. SUBJECT'S CONDITION REMAINS UNCHANGED.

6. MINIMIZE CONDITIONS CONSIDERED.